
Guide to a Successful Dealer 
Incentive Program



CHAPTER 1: SETTING UP A DEALER INCENTIVES 
PROGRAM

The first and most important step in setting up a successful dealer 
incentives program is determining your goals. What do you want the 
program to achieve? Your goals should be SMART, i.e.:

Specific

Measureable

Achievable

Realistic

Timely

The more detailed and informed your goals are, the more likely your 
incentive program is to achieve them. Clearly defining and visualizing 
what “success” looks will help you recognize it when you’ve reached it.



Pick behaviors to reward

Once you’ve selected a SMART goal (or goals) for your incentive program, 
you should be able to decide which behaviors you’re going to reward. Do 
you want to reward dealers for closing sales of newly-released or 
high-margin product lines? Reward them for participating in training to 
increase their product knowledge? Offer them incentives for getting 
end-user customers to register products or submit feedback surveys? 
Make sure you offer rewards for behaviors that specifically drive you 
closer to meeting your goal.



Identify and get to know your audience

Once you know which dealer behaviors you want to reward, get to know 
their demographic. What’s important to them? What are their values 
and interests? What motivates them? You can research studies on the 
behaviors and attitudes of those in their age group, gender or location. 
You can look at any purchase or customer data you currently have on 
them to identify trends or preferences. And, of course, you can always 
get information the old-fashioned way, by asking for it! Ask things like:

• What motivates you?
• What’s your favorite thing about working with us?
• What do you think of loyalty programs?
• Which loyalty rewards have the most value to you?

When you understand your demographic, you’re better able to reward 
them in a way that’s meaningful and valuable to them.



Choose the right reward(s) to offer

Choose the rewards you offer and the way you offer them wisely, because they send 
a message. 

You could offer cash rewards—your target audience may even report that they’d 
prefer cash rewards. However, cash rewards can’t connect to the recipient emotion-
ally or mentally. Cash also ends up costing you more than non-cash rewards 
because nothing distinguishes it from salary or commission. To make cash rewards 
seem new and exciting, you have to continuously increase the amount you’re 
rewarding.

So which types of non-cash rewards should you offer? Base the rewards you offer 
on what you want to accomplish and what will appeal to your demographic. Every 
type of incentive reward is received differently. How would a loyal channel partner of 
ten years take it, for example, if you showed your appreciation of their loyalty with a 
coffee mug? The message they perceive would likely be “Thanks, chump.” Avoid 
this highly ineffective incentive strategy by offering some of these non-cash rewards:



Online rewards (or merchandise rewards)

You can offer dealers merchandise (electronics, home goods, sports 
and camping gear, tools, etc.) from an online rewards catalog. Dealers 
receive rewards in the form of online points they can use as currency to 
spend on catalog items. This preserves the power of choice that makes 
cash initially seem like the best reward: dealers select the rewards that 
motivate them most, not another coffee mug that will gather dust in their 
kitchen cabinet. Merchandise rewards have something that cash 
doesn’t have, too, i.e. the tangible trophy value dealers can see and 
touch. That tangibility makes the reward not just a reward, but an 
experience, a vivid memory and something they can show off. 

When you’re running a long-term dealer incentive program.  
Online rewards program participants purchase merchandise with online points, 
i.e. a currency specific to the program. Because your dealers would be accumu-
lating these points over time, merchandise rewards are most effective when you
want to run long-term incentive plans.

When you want to motivate the middle majority. 
Studies show it pays off big-time to reward middle majority sellers, not just your 
small percentage of top sellers. According to Selling Power, a 5% gain in the 
middle 60% of your sales performers can deliver over 91% greater sales than a 
5% shift in your top 20%. Because online rewards programs offer a wide range 
of rewards to redeem, your average and low performers can still earn “low 
hanging fruit” rewards to boost their motivation.

>>

>>

When are online rewards most effective? 



Card Rewards

Card rewards are as straightforward as you can get when it comes to 
non-cash incentives. Whether they’re single-use or reloadable debit 
cards or gift cards to a retail store, just about everyone understands 
how they work and what to do with them.

When you run short-term promotions.   
Card rewards, especially debit cards, offer plenty of choice. There’s no 
accumulation period and participants understand with no explanation how to 
use them. That makes debit and gift cards an excellent reward option for 
short-term sales promotions.

When you have an international participant base.  
You can send virtual Visa® cards to your participants via email. The virtual 
card consists of an e-code that acts the same as a credit or debit card 
number, so participants can plug the number into any online store checkout. 
This gives them the ability to shop within their country or region, bypassing 
the inconveniences of international shipping.

>>

>>

When are debit and gift card rewards most effective?



Incentive travel

Consider incentive travel the Big Kahuna of incentive rewards. An 
incentive trip or corporate event is a group travel experience you can 
offer participants. Not only is the trip itself a monumental event, the 
hype before the departure will heighten excitement. The memories and 
stories you’ll share with your dealers afterward also forge stronger 
relationships.

Once you have the bare bones of your incentive program in place—your 
goals, the behaviors you’re rewarding, your demographic research and 
your reward offering—you’re ready to get into the finer details of making 
your dealer incentive program as effective as possible.

When you’re rewarding your VIP dealers.    
Travel incentives require a larger investment of time and money than other 
incentive rewards options—an investment guaranteed to pay off. Offer travel 
incentives or corporate events invitations to those with the biggest influence 
on your business.

>>

When are travel incentives most effective?



CHAPTER 2: INCENTIVE PROGRAM BUDGETING 

Once you know what you want to accomplish with your dealer incentive 
program and how to motivate your unique participant audience, it’s time 
to figure out how you want to budget your program costs.

Determine what you’re getting for your money
First thing’s first: what are you paying for, exactly? Here’s an example 
of incentive program costs per reward:

• 70-76% cost of the incentive reward itself
• 8-12% participant support costs
• 6-10% cost of incentive technology platform
• 5-10% program communications cost
• 1-10% program operations cost

• Cost of technology and set-up
• Monthly cost of maintenance and service

Any incentive program provider you work with should be able to offer 
you a similar per-reward cost breakdown to let you know exactly where 
your money is going.



Figure out how much you should spend on 
incentives

For sales channel incentives programs, we recommend spending 1-2% 
of sales/purchases on rewarding dealers. This number may vary de-
pending on how much your dealer typically sells. If they sell more, you 
may want to lower reward allocation and vise versa. The chart below 
will give you an idea of what reward pay-outs might look like in several 
different dealer scenarios:

How and when you distribute the awards throughout the year can vary. 
Maybe you want to offer a reward every quarter, or maybe you want to 
offer rewards only during specific sales promotions. Either way, an 
annual total reward amount of $400-500 is typically enough to influence 
dealer behaviors.

DEALER’S ANNUAL SALES

$40,000

$50,000

$30,000

$20,000

ANNUAL REWARD AMOUNT

$400

$500

$450

$400

SALES REWARDS PAYOUT %

1%

1%

1.5%

2%



Choose an online rewards program billing model

Online rewards programs are based on digital points that your pro-
gram participants exchange for merchandise rewards. You have a few 
options when it comes to pay for the program’s reward points. Here 
are five different reward points billing models, each with its own 
unique set of pros and cons. 

1. The Redemption Billing Model
With the Redemption Billing Model, you don’t pay for rewards points until dealers 
spend them on items in the rewards catalog.

PROS CONS

• No liability for reward points your
dealers don’t spend.

• More likely to earn ROI even if your
program redemption rates are low.

• Safer option for new or experimental
dealer program. 

• Harder to plan ahead budget
-wise—costs could vary over time with

changes in participant redemption habits.

• Higher program set-up costs in the
beginning.

• Point expiration rules may be
necessary—i.e., participants lose their 

points if they don’t spend them after a set 
amount of time.



2. The Issuance Billing Model
The Issuance Billing Model allows you to pay for reward points upfront, when 
you issue them to dealers. 

3. The Hybrid Billing Model
The Hybrid Billing Model is a compromise between the Redemption and Issuance 
Billing Models. you pay a small portion of points issuance cost (20%, for example) 
and the majority of the cost after redemption (80%).

PROS CONS

• Easier to plan ahead when budget-
ing—rewards  cost is already covered

regardless of whether participants 
redeem. 

• No need for point expiration rules—you
don’t risk disappointing dealers by
expiring their hard-earned points.

• Initial program set-up cost is lower, with
no monthly administrative services fees.

• Incur liability if participants don’t spend
their points.

• Program may need greater marketing
investment to ensure participants redeem 

their points.

PROS CONS

• Lowered program set-up fee.

• No additional monthly administrative
fees.

• Lowers liability incurred from unspent
points.

• Some point liability incurred.

• Point expiration rules may be necessary
to ensure dealers redeem points.



4. The Face-Value Billing Model
With the Face-Value Billing Model, you pay for reward points only, with no 
additional mark-up. 

PROS CONS

• Easier to transition to from cash
rewards—participants see exact dollar 

value of points.

• Perfect for quick incentive plans or
sales promotions because dealers

immediately and easily understand the 
value.

• Less effective for long-term reward
schemes designed to maintain and retain 

customers rather than boost sales 
performances.

• Separate budgets likely needed for the
cost of reward points and the costs of
administrative services and incentive
technology, rather than a convenient,

bundled cost.

5. The Subscription Billing Model
The Subscription Billing Model lays out a monthly cost per program participant.

Work with an online rewards program provider that offers you billing model 
options similar to these, so you can choose the payment option that works best 
for your company.

PROS CONS

• Reward-neutral and more focused on
investing in engagement and motivation

of each dealer.

• Cost includes a complete incentive
strategy (including training, personaliza-
tion, dashboards, reports, software, etc.).

• Appeals to Millennials, who enjoy and
are familiar with subscription models

(Netflix, Spotify, Blue Apron, etc.).

• “Whole package” approach includes the
cost of features and tools you may not

want/need.



CHAPTER 3: DELIVERING EFFECTIVE AND 
ENGAGING COMMUNICATIONS

Clear, engaging communication and marketing is essential to your 
dealer program’s success. You’ll need to inform and excite participants 
throughout the incentive program’s life cycle. Dealer incentive programs 
should be more than just hand-outs to your dealers, both in philosophy 
and in practice. Your incentive programs should be ingrained in your 
brand marketing. Clearly communicate the program’s value proposition. 
Align it with your brand culture and goals.

Introduce the program with clarity and excitement

1. Explain the program’s rules and purpose clearly.
Establish clear goals and a target audience for the incentive program. Otherwise, 
how do you know exactly what your message is and who you’re delivering it to? 
Introduce dealers to your program in a forthright and transparent way, without 
overcomplicating things. Confusion over the program is likely to result in low 
adoption and participation rates.



2. Communicate a clear value proposition.
An incentive program is designed to push dealer behaviors past the status quo, so 
you need to clearly explain the program’s value proposition. Show what’s in it for 
them. Present the program as a joint effort to improve sales and marketing 
insights. Explain that you want to show appreciation for their loyalty and hard 
work. Tease them with examples of the rewards they can earn.

3. Show VIP buy-in.
A manager or executive should make it clear to dealers that they endorse and 
support the program. This cements the program’s value and importance in partici-
pants’ eyes, and forges a stronger mental connection between the program and 
the company’s overall goals.



4. Promote your brand values.
A Google/CEB study found that B2B buyers favor brands that demonstrate per-
sonal value through emotional appeals. Dealers will be more inclined to work with 
you if your brand’s values align with theirs. Use your incentive program marketing 
to show what your brand stands for. If your brand is family-oriented, for example, 
you might want to highlight travel rewards participants can earn to go on family 
trips.

5. Launch a killer kick-off.
Rewards are exciting! Who doesn’t love a chance to earn awesome stuff for their 
hard work? That excitement should come across in your incentive program 
launch. Hold a raffle, a launch party, a contest, or offer the chance to win a big 
reward for enrolling before a certain date. Some companies even get celebrity 
endorsements for their programs!

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/promotion-emotion-b2b/


Develop a multichannel communication plan

There are a greater number of generations in today’s workforces than ever before. 
Traditionals, Baby Boomers, Generation X, Millennials and soon Generation Z are 
all working together in many organizations. Communication preferences are just 
one of the many things that can vary widely from one generation to the next. 
These diverse preferences highlight just how many ways we have to communi-
cate with each other in today’s society.

As they say, the medium is the message. Take advantage of the many mediums 
available to you to send incentive program marketing messages that resonate 
loud and clear with your dealers.

Mobile
According to a BetaNews study, 60% of Millennials prefer dealing with 
companies through two-way texting “because it’s convenient, fast, and 
easy to use.” Many busy people from other generations have adopted 
mobile communication for the same reasons. If you want to get noticed and 
become important in these people’s worlds, give them the ability to engage 
with your dealer incentive program through texting or mobile apps. Being 
out in the field in the middle of a sale is a good time for a dealer to learn 
they qualify for a new sales promotion, and that immediacy is only possible 
through mobile communication!

•

Email
It’s not time to put email out to pasture just yet, especially considering 
many people today check their email through their smartphones. Accord-
ing to The Direct Marketing Association (DMA), the average ROI of email 
marketing is $38 for every $1 invested in it.

•

https://hrdailyadvisor.blr.com/2018/02/26/handle-5-generations-workplace/
https://betanews.com/2016/09/15/millennials-companies-text/
http://dma.org.uk/uploads/ckeditor/National-client-email-2015.pdf


With incentive program marketing, it’s important to reach dealers with messages 
that are meaningful and exciting. A multichannel communication strategy doesn’t 
mean you’re blasting spam out to participants through every possible medium. It 
means you’re strategically implementing the advantages of each medium, and 
accommodating your participants’ diverse communication preferences.

Direct mail
Direct or “snail” mail is far from being an outdated method of communication. 
The DMA reports that 70-80% of consumers open almost all their mail, includ-
ing “junk” mail, and 79% act on direct mail immediately (vs. 45% who act 
immediately on email). Don’t forget that CRM systems and incentive program 
participant databases can provide you lots of information about your dealers. 
Using that data, you can send out highly personalized, powerful direct mail 
incentive marketing.

•

Phone calls
Sometimes it seems like unexpected phone calls never bring good news. But 
imagine receiving a call from someone saying “Hey, did you know you had 
50,000 unredeemed points in your incentive program account—enough to get 
a new TV?” That would probably stand out, right? Don’t underestimate the 
power of a friendly voice delivering good news!

•
Use of Mobile

60%

70%

80%

Use of Email Use of Direct Mail

https://www.dmnews.com/channel-marketing/direct-mail/news/13056257/6-reasons-to-invest-in-direct-mail


CHAPTER 4: ENHANCING AND EXPANDING WITH 
INCENTIVE TECHNOLOGY

The incentive technology you use to deliver your dealer incentive 
program can make a big difference in its effectiveness. Many fea-
tures and tools not only make the management and operations of the 
program easier, they can help you influence a broader range of be-
haviors among dealers to improve your business. The right incentive 
technology can turn your program from a simple rewards mechanism 
into a flexible sales and marketing tool that addresses your unique 
needs.

Online training
Better training for your dealers has the indirect, long-term effect of making 
them more confident and productive. A CSO Insights study showed that, 
when salespeople exceed expectations in training, they’re 10% more 
likely to close deals than those whose training needs improvement.

By adding online training technology to your dealer incentive program, 
you can offer dealers incentive rewards for learning new skills, improving 
product knowledge, acquiring certifications or participating in follow-up 
training. Training reinforcement can be particular difficult in sales channel 
environments where markets are always changing, but online training 
incentives are quick and gratifying for dealers, motivating them to retain 
learning.

Advanced personalization and machine learning technology can even 
automate tailored training. If your incentive or training technology has this 
capability, the program “learns” areas a dealer needs improvement in, and 
reinforces training in those areas.

•

https://www.csoinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2016/08/Business-Case-For-Sales-Training.pdf


CRM integration 
You can’t survive in a B2B marketplace these days without a customer data-
base or customer relationship management (CRM) system. These systems 
provide the data-driven insights you need to stay valuable to customers. 
Using incentive technology with CRM integration capabilities allows you to 
feed invoice, warranty, registrations and other purchase or sales claims data 
into your CRM. This builds up your customer worldview so you can have a 
better idea of customers’ needs, preference, purchase trends etc. so you can 
refine and personalize their experience.

•

Mobile app 
In Chapter 3, we touched on the ways mobile communication can improve 
your incentive program marketing. Incentive program mobile apps are partic-
ularly useful for dealer incentive programs due to the on-the-go nature of 
dealers’ roles. Rather than waiting till they’re home or at the office to sit down 
at a PC, dealers can access sales promotion information, upload images and 
documentation to validate their sales claims and browse the online rewards 
catalog wherever they are.

•

Sales performance tracking
The best way to ensure your dealer incentive program gets better and better 
over time is to put advanced sales tracking tools in place. Adopt technol-
ogy with which you can schedule, track and manage multiple sales 
promotions that target specific, qualifying participant groups 
(i.e. certain regions, districts, departments, companies, etc). 
That way, you can reach for specific sales goals and better 
identify opportunities and pain points.

•



Claims documentation uploading 
If your dealers want to earn rewards for selling qualifying products or services, 
they need to submit proof of those sells, or sales claims. The claims should then 
go through a verification or audit process to validate the reward amount earned. 
You can speed up the reward redemption process by using incentive technology 
that has sales claims uploading capabilities. Dealers can submit their invoices, 
warranties, registrations etc., allowing them to get their rewards faster and 
easing your administrative burden.

•

Open enrollment 
As mentioned above, incentive programs can enlighten you with new or 
more extensive information about your dealers and customers. When you 
use open enrollment technology, participants don’t need an invitation to join 
your program and can register directly through an enrollment form on your 
public website or app. Now you have up-to-date data on customers you pos-
sibly didn’t even know you had.

•



Gamification
“Gamifying,” or adding gaming elements to your incentive program, gives 
dealers an even stronger reason to participate. An Incentive Research 
Foundation study found that over 30% of companies use game mechanics 
and techniques in their incentives incentive programs. 

Offer rewards for correct trivia answers or games of chance like Spin to Win. 
Display a leaderboard of top-earning dealers in your reward program to 
spice things up with friendly competition. Games are rewarding in them-
selves because they’re fun, so don’t pass up inner-child appeal.

•

http://theirf.org/research/irf-2016-trends-in-incentive-travel-rewards-and-recognition/1692/


CHAPTER 5: MEASURING THE PROGRAM’S 
PERFORMANCE/ROI

Operating an incentive program with no form of program measure-
ment in place is like trying to drive to a new destination with no 
maps, GPS or road signs along the way. How do you know if you’re 
getting to your destination effectively? Are you even pointed in the 
right direction? You need these things to get a sense of where you’re 
going and whether you’re going to arrive at return on investment 
(ROI) on-time and on-budget:

Accountability 
You won’t get results without putting someone in charge of getting those 
results. Designate a program manager and hold that person accountable for 
ensuring the program is successful. Put a defined, regular process in place 
for reporting on the program. The program manager should schedule regular 
reviews of your program with your incentive provider to revisit goals, 
expectations and progress.

•

Reports 
Your incentive program’s technology should come with activity and engage-
ment reports you can pull at any time to see if it’s on-track to meet goals. Use 
this data to identify spikes in program activity, districts or departments lacking 
motivation, unexpectedly successful sales promotion strategies and more.

•



A human touch 
Machines can’t do everything, especially when it comes to advanced busi-
ness models such as channel sales. Launch and implement your program 
with the input and expertise of those in your company who best understand 
your market or your unique business position. They can work with your 
incentive program provider to ensure the program’s goals are tied to your 
business objectives.

•

Awareness of additional benefits
Increased sales or revenue isn’t the only indicator of program success. Can 
you see other positive changes in the organization that will help you with 
incremental gains over time? For example:
  • Increased knowledge among salespeople
  • More satisfied customers (surveys, feedback)
  • Stronger relationships with dealers
  • Increase market insights and industry understanding

•



CHAPTER 6: STARTING A COALITION DEALER 
LOYALTY PROGRAM

A dealer loyalty coalition program is one run and/or sponsored by 
you and one or more affiliate businesses. Those who sell products 
or services that are supplemental or adjacent to yours, in other 
words. Many big B2C companies use coalition loyalty programs to 
provide customers a more valuable loyalty program experience. 

B2B companies, too, can benefit from running coalition programs 
with affiliates. A coalition dealer loyalty program has multiple 
advantages:

Shared program cost 
If you show them how the loyalty program can benefit them, your affiliates 
may agree to pitch in on program costs. 

•

A better value proposition for dealers
If a program has multiple program sponsors, that gives dealers more 
opportunities to earn rewards, which increases the program’s value to them. 

•

Increased customer retention rate
Partner with the companies your dealers already trust and do business with 
frequently. That sends the message that making their lives a little easier is 
important to you. This leads to dealers trusting and valuing your brand more.

•

Customer acquisition
You could acquire business from your coalition’s loyal customer base(s) 
through “Any friend of Company X is a friend of mine!” mentality.

•

https://www.cmo.com/opinion/articles/2016/10/5/why-coalition-loyalty-works.html


CHAPTER 7: PLANNING GROUP TRAVEL 
INCENTIVE TRIPS

Incentive trips are an excellent way to build stronger relationships and 
loyalty with your most valued dealers.  Offer an incentive trip as a reward 
for those who are most loyal, for example, or the select few with the 
year’s highest sales. 

An Aberdeen Research study found that Best in Class companies were 
25% more likely than all others to offer group travel rewards for year-end 
sales success.  These companies invest in incentive travel because it 
has the highest potential ROI of any incentive reward.Companies see a 
4:1 ROI when their incentive travel events are managed properly. A suc-
cessful incentive trip has these elements:

Appealing destination
It may seem like a no-brainer, but not every company prioritizes an appealing 
destination over a convenient one. Partner with an incentive travel provider who 
can offer you group travel deals so you can fit a truly magnificent destination into 
your incentive travel budget.

•

Expert event planning
What’s worse than a trip that’s supposed to be all about your accomplishments, 
but feels like imprisonment? Utilize the services of event planners with incentive 
travel expertise—they understand the nuances of delighting attendees whose 
loyalty and business you want to secure.

•

http://theirf.org/research/non-cash-incentives-best-practices-to-optimize-sales-effectiveness/183/
https://www.oxfordeconomics.com/Media/Default/Industry%20verticals/Tourism/US%20Travel%20Association-%20ROI%20on%20US%20Business%20Travel.pdf


Networking
Use the trip to strengthen dealer relationships, share your market insights and 
strategies with them and listen to theirs. The trip should be an opportunity for 
them to network and grow their business, better understand their industry and 
gain useful, exclusive insights from their fellow attendees.

•

Celebration
Continuously reinforce the hard work and accomplishments that made the trip 
possible. Offer parting gifts, rewards and recognition all throughout the trip to 
remind dealers that the wonderful time they have is a direct result of productivity 
and loyalty.

•

Relaxed atmosphere 
Let your hair down; loosen your tie a little. An incentive trip should be a time for 
everyone to lower their guards and get to know each other. Remember that the 
goal is to make memories, strengthen bonds and become not just your dealer’s 
commodity supplier, but their trusted advisor and partner.

•



To wrap up…

Like anything that’s worth doing for your business, a dealer incentive 
program requires forethought, strategic thinking and refining. Every 
company and marketplace is different, so all businesses will have differ-
ent pain points and quirks to address. The process of implementing a 
dealer incentive program is not only a good investment in your dealers, 
but it can highlight opportunities to grow and improve. Put the right foot 
forward when you get your incentive program going, and you’ll already 
be a step ahead of the competition in implementing, managing and 
measuring your program.



What’s next?
Visit our blog for more incentive program insights and 
strategies or contact us to learn more about setting up 

your dealer incentive program!

Deliver the Best B2B Loyalty Program 
to Your Channel Partners

Reach Dealer Incentives 
ROI in 11 Steps

7 Smart Ways to Use 
Channel Incentives in 

B2B Marketing

https://www.incentivesolutions.com/blog/
https://www.incentivesolutions.com/2018/02/01/best-b2b-loyalty-program-channel-partners/
https://www.incentivesolutions.com/2018/11/19/dealer-incentives-program-roi/
https://www.incentivesolutions.com/2018/11/19/channel-incentives-in-b2b-marketing/
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